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Cloud-Based Intrusion Detection Approach Using
Machine Learning Techniques

Hanaa Attou, Azidine Guezzaz�, Said Benkirane, Mourade Azrour, and Yousef Farhaoui

Abstract: Cloud computing (CC) is a novel technology that has made it easier to access network and computer

resources on demand such as storage and data management services. In addition, it aims to strengthen systems

and make them useful. Regardless of these advantages, cloud providers suffer from many security limits. Particularly,

the security of resources and services represents a real challenge for cloud technologies. For this reason, a set

of solutions have been implemented to improve cloud security by monitoring resources, services, and networks,

then detect attacks. Actually, intrusion detection system (IDS) is an enhanced mechanism used to control traffic

within networks and detect abnormal activities. This paper presents a cloud-based intrusion detection model

based on random forest (RF) and feature engineering. Specifically, the RF classifier is obtained and integrated to

enhance accuracy (ACC) of the proposed detection model. The proposed model approach has been evaluated

and validated on two datasets and gives 98.3% ACC and 99.99% ACC using Bot-IoT and NSL-KDD datasets,

respectively. Consequently, the obtained results present good performances in terms of ACC, precision, and recall

when compared to the recent related works.
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1 Introduction

Cloud technologies allow practical access on demand
to a shared network, storage, and resources and offer
more choices regarding their service models[1]. These
models are platform as a service (PaaS), software
as a service (SaaS), and infrastructure as a service
(IaaS)[2], used in one of the deployment models private,
public, and hybrid cloud[3]. The cloud provides services
with high performance due to its characteristics[2]

according to the National Institute of Standards and
Technology[4]: network access, resource pooling, quick
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elasticity, and measured service. Recently, the cloud
suffers from many security problems like availability,
data confidentiality, integrity, and control authorization.
In addition, the Internet is used to facilitate access
to the services offered by the cloud representing a
major source of threats that can infect the cloud
systems and resources[2]. Then enhancing cloud security
becomes a primary challenge for cloud providers[5].
Therefore, several approaches such as firewall tools,
data encryption algorithms, authentication protocols,
and others have been developed to better secure
cloud environments from various attacks[6]. However,
traditional systems are not sufficient to secure cloud
services from different limits[7]. Therefore, a set of
intrusion detection approaches are proposed and applied
to detect and prevent undesirable activities in real-
time[8, 9]. In general, the detection methods are divided
into misuse detection method which uses known attacks
to detect intrusion and anomaly detection method which
detect intrusion using unknown attack. The hybrid
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method is obtained by combining the advantages of these
two methods[10]. Despite of more solutions given to
secure cloud environments, the recent intrusion detection
systems (IDSs) are affected by various significant
limitations[8], for example, huge amounts of analyzed
data, real-time detection, data quality, and others that
aim to decrease the performance of detection models.
Nowadays, academic researchers show that intelligent
learning methods[6, 11] such as machine learning (ML),
deep learning (DL), and ensemble learning are useful
in various areas[12, 13] and are able to perform network
security[14–18]. Our main goal in this research work
is to propose an anomaly detection approach based
on random forest (RF) binary classifier and feature
engineering is carried out based on a data visualization
process aiming to reduce the number of used features
and perform the proposed anomaly detection model. The
evaluation performances of the model are implemented
on NSL-KDD and BoT-IoT datasets. Then, the obtained
outcomes demonstrate model performances. The rest
of this paper is described as follows. In Section 2,
we present the state-of-the-art cloud computing (CC)
architectures, IDS, ML methods, and recent related
works in the domain. The proposed framework is
presented in Section 3. In Section 4, we demonstrate the
experimental Setting. Then, in Section 5, we describe in
detail the obtained results. The paper is achieved with a
conclusion and future works.

2 State-of-the-Art Works

In this section, we present a state-of-the-art CC
architecture, IDS, ML methods, and related works that
describe different algorithms used to enhance IDS and
cloud security.

The models of cloud services are IaaS, PaaS, and
SaaS. They differ according to the technical layers
offered[19]. The IaaS model provides temporary virtual
machines (VMs) and also allows an increase in the
storage space of VMs, networks, and load balancers.
They offer the technical layers of IaaS in addition to
middleware instances and execution contexts, such as
databases and application servers, whereas PaaS models
only offer middleware instances. They are provided over
the Internet on-demand and with a measured service[20].
SaaS models offer software[20] and users could run
desired applications as shown in Fig. 1.

Cloud deployment models are intended for different
entities as needed[2]. The public cloud is a model that
intended its resources for public clients, as the name
suggests. However, the private cloud is only for one
entity. The hybrid cloud concept combines both private
and public clouds. Community cloud is a multi-tenant
platform that allows multiple companies to collaborate
on the same platform if their needs and concerns are
similar[2]. The most important difference between the
public cloud and the private cloud is that the private
cloud is considered the most secure since it has fewer
users than the public cloud[2, 5]. Intrusion is a kind
of unauthorized activity that could pose a possible
threat to the information’s confidentiality, integrity, and
availability[8]. Researchers have developed IDS that
aims to detect any type of intrusion. It achieves this
objective by monitoring activities at the network or
host machine. Depending on these activities, IDSs
consist of two basic varieties, Network IDS and Host
IDS[8, 21]. We can distinguish between misuse based
detection and anomaly based detection. The first one
is used to detect known attacks and the second one is

Fig. 1 Cloud computing models.
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used to detect unknown attacks. Hybrid based detection
combines both methods for the ability to detect known
and unknown attacks[12]. ML is a technique used to
feed the IDS for identifying attacks[22]. Computers may
learn without being explicitly programmed thanks to
the ML field[23]. Concretely, it is a branch of modern
science that uses statistics to identify patterns in data and
then make predictions[24]. We can subdivide ML into
three types of learning[25]. To discover a relationship
from a series of samples, a supervised ML technique
is utilized. The learned association can then be used
to forecast data that have not been seen before. The
most known supervised learning algorithms are k-
nearest neighbors (KNNs), decision trees (DTs), linear
regression (LR), neural networks (NNs), and RF[26].
Ferrag et al.[27] used the DT algorithms classifier to
train the IDS in a layered approach. Unsupervised
learning is unlike supervised learning, data are unlabeled
and machine learns without an example[25]. Some
of the important unsupervised learning are clustering,
visualization, dimensionality reduction, and association
rule learning[23]. Semi-supervised learning is between
supervised and non-supervised learning[23]. Besides,
deep learning (DL) is a type of ML method based on
learning data representations. Also it is the main ML
technology that relies on algorithms of artificial neural
networks (ANNs)[27]. On the other sides, firewalls are
used by cloud providers to identify intrusions, but this
technology does not detect insider attacks[7]. Therefore,
the challenge is to detect the different types of intrusions
in the cloud. There are different related studies that use
DL and ML techniques to reinforce computer security.
Kanimozhi and Jacob[28] used a calibration curve to
evaluate the different classifier methods such as KNN
classifier, Naı̈ve Bayes (NB), Adaboost with DT, support
vector machine (SVM) classifier, and RF classifier to
detect a portrayal of botnet attacks on dataset CSE-
CIC-IDS2018. Zhou et al.[29] suggested a deep neural
network (DNN) based IDS. In particular, the system
employs three phases: data acquisition (DAQ), data pre-
processing, and then DNN classifications. With SVM,
the system obtains an accuracy (ACC) of 0.963. A
software-defined networking IDS using a DL method
was put forth by Tang et al.[30] A two-stage DL technique
for intrusion detection that focuses on finding malicious
assaults on autonomous cars was developed by Zhang et
al.[31] They started with a reliable rule-based system
and then switched to a DL system in the second
stage to detect anomalies. In Ref. [32], Mishra et al.

proposed a classification based ML approach to detect
distributed denial of service (DDoS) attacks in CC
using three methods (KNN, RF, and NB), the proposed
model achieves 99.76% ACC, and they concluded that
RF gives the best results. Alshammari and Aldribi[22]

applied ML techniques to feed IDS and detect malicious
network traffic in cloud computing, and ISOT-CID is
the dataset used to evaluate the performance. Jiang et
al.[33] tested the effectiveness of the suggested attack
detection system using the NSL-KDD dataset and
concluded that long short term memory (LSTM) and
recurrent neural networks (RNNs) are the best choices
for multichannel IDS. The system’s efficiency is reported
to be 99.23% and its ACC to be 98.94%. To learn from
privacy preserved encrypted data on cloud, Khan et
al.[34] used supervised and unsupervised ML specifically
ANNs over the scrambled information. SNORT and
optimized back propagation neural network (BPN) have
been proposed as a cooperative and hybrid network
intrusion detection framework by Chiba et al.[7] This
system attempts to improve BPN algorithm by merging
signature-based detection (SNORT) with anomaly-based
detection BPN. In Ref. [35], the model used is DL to
build two classes, since the database used NSL KDD
contains 39 types of attacks that are grouped into 4
classes, this study showed that working only on two
classes normal or anomaly. Kim et al.[36] suggested an
architecture for intrusion detection that uses the LSTM
as a recurrent neural network and the KDD Cup 99
dataset. As an input vector, they employed 41 features.
In Ref. [37], Zhang proposed an automatic technique
that develops the discriminative model and fuses multi-
view information to improve accuracy (ACC). Six
basic features are used by Tang et al.[30] to build an
IDS based on DL. According to the attack detection
performance, the suggested system obtains an ACC of
96.93%. In Ref. [38], Ahmad et al. proposed a method
for cloud-based text document classification and data
integrity. Ahmad et al.[38] concluded that RF outperforms
the different techniques used NB, SVM, and KNN.
Recently, Mubarakali et al.[39] used SVM-based expert
systems to detect distributed denial of service (DDoS).
The system performance is reported as 96.23%. The
comparison of various current IDS models is shown in
Table 1.

3 Proposed Framework
In this section, we described various techniques used
to elaborate our solution. The features reducing are
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Table 1 Comparison of various current IDS models.
Reference Year Method used ACC (%) Dataset

Chiba et al.[7] 2016 BPN – –

Alshammari and
Aldribi[22] 2021

ANN
KNN
DT

SVM
NB
RF

92.00
100.00
100.00
81.00
60.00
100.00

ISOT-CID

Kanimozhi
and Jacob[28] 2019

ANN
RF

KNN
SVN

Adaboost
NB

99.90
99.80
99.73
99.80
99.90
99.20

CSE-CIC-
IDS
2018

Zhou et al.[29] 2018 DNN 96.30 –
Tang et al.[30] 2016 DNN 75.75 NSL-KDD
Zhang et al.[31] 2018 DNN – –
Mishra et al.[32] 2021 RF, KNN, NB 99.76 –
Jiang et al.[33] 2018 LSTM 98.94 NSL-KDD
Khan et al.[34] 2019 ANNs – –
Potluri and
Diedrich[35] 2016 DL 97.50 NSL-KDD

Kim et al.[36] 2016 LSTM 96.93 KDD
CUP’99

Ahmad et al.[38] 2022 RF, NB,
SVM, KNN 92.00 –

Mubarakali
et al.[39] 2020 SVM 96.23 –

integrated to minimize execution time and to perform
prediction. In addition, the RF classifier is trained with
the two features selected as a subset from the NSL-
KDD dataset to identify intrusions. As illustrated in
Fig. 2, our proposed model adopts the main standard
components of IDS. Hence, our model implements the
collecting data module, preprocessing module data, and
decision module. Our contribution focused more on
the preprocessing data module by enhancing feature
engineering tasks and obtaining reliable predictions.

The preprocessing module focused on data
normalization. Therefore, the categorical features
are transformed into numeric values with the dummies
function that allows symbolic features to be mapped
as numeric values. Then, the detected inconsistencies
are deleted. Our intrusion detection model includes
feature selection to identify and combine useful features
for accurate detection. The graphic data visualization
task is used to select the optimum feature subset that
can enhance the prediction of the proposed model.
Once the subset is selected, the RF algorithm is applied
to obtain a reliable classifier to distinguish between

Fig. 2 Proposed model architecture.

normal or abnormal activities. The RF algorithm
groups many DTs whose outputs merged into one
final output[40]. DT is a supervised learning algorithm
without a hyper-parameter designed for classification
and regression[40]. Breiman[41] mentioned the idea that
RF performs well unlike other classifiers like SVM,
neural networks, and discriminant analysis. It avoids the
over-adjustment issue. DT tends to overfit, whereas RF
uses a bagging method to deal with these issues[42].
� RF as defined in Refs. [40, 43, 44] employs a

classifier combination.
� Base classifiers using an m tree structure fh.X ,

�n/, N D 1; 2; : : :; mg.
� X represents the input data, and f�ng is a

dependent distributed random vector.
� Every DT selects data randomly from the available

data.
� Build a forest to build the number of trees “n” by

repeating the steps above for the number of times “n”.
According to Refs. [42, 45], the advantages of RF are
� They are less sensitive to outlier data due to their

ability to overcome the issue of overfitting in training
data. It is simple to establish parameters, which avoids
the requirement for tree trimming. Variable importance
and ACC are automatically created.
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� RF is a classifier that includes a group of tree-
structured learners that each cast a majority election
for the class that received the most input. Using the
training test, a tree is constructed and is independent
of earlier random vectors of the same distribution, and
an upper bound is derived for RF to get the prediction
error in terms of two factors that are exactitude and
interdependence of different classifiers.

4 Experimental Setting
Our research work is carried out and evaluated in an
experimental setting using a computer with a Core TM-
i5 8250U CPU running at 1.8 GHz and 12 GB of RAM
running windows 10 professional 64 bits. While Python
3 is used to implement the RF, DT, and SVM models
after graphic visualization is used to reduce features.
To validate our proposed model, we evaluate the ACC
metric and compare it with the ACC of other models. As
a result, we divided the entire dataset randomly. In the
training step, 70% are employed, and the last part is used
in the test step. The best parameters for any classifier
performance are determined by the dataset used in the
model training and testing. In this research work, NSL-
KDD and Bot-IoT datasets are used. In order to address
some of the inherent issues with the KDD 1999 dataset, a
new edition of the KDD dataset was developed[46]. The
NSL-KDD dataset provides the following advantages
over the original KDD dataset: It excludes records that
are redundant or duplicated. The amount of records
is appropriate and selected records are arranged as a
percentage of records (80% eKDDTrain+20% ARFF).
The forty-one initial features from the KDD’99 dataset
are available in NSL-KDD[46]. The NSL-KDD dataset
yields the best results. Hence, 41 features are included
in our dataset. The NSL-KDD dataset’s six fundamental
properties are utilized to develop various models, as
stated in Ref. [30].
� Duration: Duration of the connection in seconds.
� protocol type: Protocol type tcp, protocol type

udp, and protocol type icmp are the three different types
of protocols.
� src bytes: Data bytes sent from the source to the

destination.
� dst bytes: Number of data bytes sent between

source and destination.
� Count: Number of connections made to the same

host in the previous two seconds as the connection type.
� srv count: Number of prior two-second

connections to the same service as the current
connection.

The protocol type categorical variable was converted
into numeric values using the dummies function.
According to graphic visualization shown in Fig. 3,
we conclude that the class variable is not influenced by
protocol types variable.

The class anomaly variable can be predicted from the
variables count, duration and dst host srv count only in
a few points as shown in Fig. 4. For example, if the
duration variable >1500 then we can detect an anomaly.

Figure 5a shows that we can predict class variable
if src bytes variable > 0. Also, we can detect that
class anomaly equals 0 if the variable dst bytes is higher
than 50 000 as shown in Fig. 5b.

The selected variables from visualization are src bytes
and dst bytes, and then we reduce the number of
features from 41 to two features. As the first step,
after the graphic visualization, RF model was developed
for class anomaly and the selected variables from
graphic visualization src bytes and dst bytes to detect
intrusion. The Bot-IoT dataset is more developed since
it includes IoT devices that work with both simulated
and actual data[27, 47]. Shafiq et al.[48] identified the
top five variables with improved characteristics using
ML approaches including DT, NB, RF, and SVM as
well as measures like Pearson moment correlation and
area under the curve (AUC). This dataset contains
information on numerous distinct forms of IoT traffic
flows, including regular traffic, IoT traffic, and botnet

(a) (b) (c)

Fig. 3 Graphic visualization for different variables of protocol type.
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(a) (b) (c)
Fig. 4 Graphic visualization.

(a) (b)
Fig. 5 Graphic visualization of the selected variables.

traffic[49].
In order to evaluate our proposed model, we have

selected randomly two features:
� State number: Feature state is represented

numerically.
� Stddev: The standard deviation of records that have

been aggregated.

5 Result and Discussion

5.1 Evaluation metrics

We focus on classification models and precisely binary
classification since intrusion detection is a problem when
we use labeled data to predict whether the object belongs
to the attack class or not. The results given by a binary
classification algorithm are 0 or 1. Choosing the right
metric is therefore crucial for evaluating and validating
ML models. In these types of problems, the metrics
generally consist of comparing the actual classes to the
classes predicted by the model. This makes it possible to
interpret the predicted probabilities for these classes.
The key performance metric for classification is the
confusion matrix[50] which is visualization, in table form,
of the predictions of the model in relation to the real
labels. The instances of a real class are represented in
each row and those of a predicted class are represented in
each column of the confusion matrix. From this matrix,
we can calculate the different metrics ACC, recall, and
precision which will allow us to evaluate our IDS based

on RF.
� ACC is calculated using Eq. (1). It is the percentage

of accurate predictions made relative to all cases.

ACC D
TPC TN

TPC TNC FPC FN
� 100% (1)

� Recall is obtained from Eq. (2). It is used to
determine the percentage of correctly categorized
positive patterns.

Recall D
TP

TPC TN
� 100% (2)

� Precision is calculated using Eq. (3). It is out of all
the expected patterns. A precision measurement counts
the number of accurately predicted positive patterns in a
positive class.

Precision D
TP

TPC FP
� 100% (3)

5.2 Obtained results

Initially, the IDS is implemented for the classification
task. The ACC value influences how well the model
performs. The RF classification model was first
improved by identifying the features that produce the
best classification outcomes. After that, we used a subset
of the NSL-KDD dataset to train the model.

Hence, we have started the evaluation of our model
based on the two selected variables from the NSL-
KDD src bytes and dst bytes using graphic visualization.
To prove that the chosen variables are efficient, we
use matrix correlation which is a table showing the
correlation values for several variables. In Fig. 6 the
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Fig. 6 Pearson correlation.

matrix depicts the correlation between src bytes and
dst bytes, we conclude from Fig. 6 that there is no
relation between the two variables since the coefficient
tends toward 0 which shows that the risk of the
multicollinearity is negligible. The outcomes illustrated
in Fig. 7 show that our model performs well in terms
of ACC and precision using src bytes and dst bytes, but
the recall requires an improvement.

On the other hand, to check the effectiveness of the
model, BoT-IoT is employed. We aggregate the data into
a new data frame after importing it separately. Then we
follow the steps outlined in our model displayed in Fig. 2.
Two features are selected from BoT-IoT: state number
and stddev. Once we have done our tests, the results are
established in Fig. 7. In Fig. 7, we display the obtained
results of the three metrics that are used to evaluate the
performance and efficiency of our proposed model. As it
is very clear, we have obtained 98.3% of ACC, 96.3% of
precision, and 46.0% of recall using NSL-KDD dataset.
Furthermore, both ACC, precision, and recall reached
100% when the BoT-IoT dataset is used.

Figure 8 shows the ACC obtained by the different
models using NSL-KDD and the ACC of our model
using NSL-KDD and BoT-IoT. Our proposed IDS
performs well if we compare it with the works proposed
in Refs. [30, 33, 35, 39]. We obtained a higher ACC

Fig. 7 Performance metrics of our model with NSL-KDD
and BoT-IoT datasets.

Fig. 8 Performance comparison between the proposed
model and other works.

with the use of two selected features from NSL-KDD
and BoT-IoT and RF than the other works mentioned in
Fig. 8.

Consequently, reducing number of explanatory
variables reduces data collection time and execution
time. Hence, we maintain high quality results as shown
in Fig. 8. As a result of all of this, we have demonstrated
that our RF classifier technique can distinguish between
normal and aberrant traffic using only two features.
Besides, the RF gives good results compared to DNN,
LSTM, DL, and SVM.

6 Conclusion

Intrusion detection is a new technology that has
improved the security of the cloud. Recently, ML
algorithms have been used to develop this technique
because they are very helpful to secure and monitor
systems. In this paper, we present an approach for
detecting intrusions by combining graphic visualization
and RF for cloud security. Then the first one is used
for features engineering and the second one is used to
predict and detect intrusions. Before the training of the
model, we reduced the number of features to two. Based
on the obtained results, the RF classifier is a remarkably
more accurate method to predict and classify the attack
type than DNN, DT, and SVM. We have demonstrated
the potential of using a small number of features by
contrasting the results with those of other classifiers. But
recall is still not well enough using NSL-KDD, so in
future work, we will focus on this point by using DL and
ensemble learning techniques to improve our model.
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